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47 Brilliant Hygiene Products On Amazon That
Have Tons Of Glowing Reviews
By Maria Cassano
Thanks to a general sense of anonymity, people on the internet typically don't bother censoring
their opinions. For better or for worse, most tell it like it is. That said, when it comes to brilliant
products on Amazon with tons of glowing reviews, a group of vocal commenters is often a good
thing — especially if you're a customer, and especially when you're dealing with random
hygiene products that you haven't tried personally.
Unlike most other categories, hygiene and beauty products are extremely subjective. A body
scrub or a nail-strengthening cream may work for you, or it may not — and then there's an entire
spectrum of effectiveness in between. (This is completely different from, say, buying a lamp,
which merely has to turn on and look attractive for you to deem that purchase a success.)
For that reason, the more buyer feedback a hygiene product has, the better. When an item
has thousands of rave reviews — and people with all different lifestyles, skin types, and
expectations are saying "this works" — you know you've found a winner. That way, you can
make an informed decision about your next deodorant, facial cleanser, or exfoliating brush,
all thanks to some particularly vocal strangers on the internet.

A Spray That Sanitizes Using The Antibacterial Power Of Thyme
According to scientific studies, Triclosan (the
main ingredient in traditional hand sanitizers)
has been shown to compromise the microbiome
and present various health risks to humans.
Instead, CleanWell sanitizing spray uses allbotanical ingredients — specifically thyme,
which leaves skin soft and germ-free without the
toxicity. It's also biodegradable, compact for
easy travel, and "doesn't dry out [your] hands,"
according to reviewers.
A Better Way to Clean®

